Testimonials
Having used both the Kent and Canterbury Index magazines
over the past year or so, I have to say I am very pleased at the
responses I am getting from them. I have been running the
similar copy in other Kent glossies, but up to now the Index
responses are out-stripping the other publications. Which
means I am getting good value for my advertising spend.
Louise Tomlin, Marketing Manager, Jacksons Fencing

When we launched www.sixfordinner.com, an
introduction service for bringing busy people together
in Kent and London, we took out advertising in The
Index. We had great results, the team were a pleasure
to work with and our business is off to a flying start.
We would recommend The Index to anyone looking
to boost their brand and business.
Director, Six For Dinner

Re: Little Voice - we will contact
the winners today. What a fantastic
response, you must be pleased. Great
editorial coverage in this month’s issue
- thank you, magazine beautifully put
together as always.
Basia Wilson, Press & Sponsorship
Officer Assembly Halls

We had a phenomenal response to
the advertising and editorial for our
Mumpreneurs seminar – so much so
that we are now planning a regular
breakfast meeting to accommodate the
demand generated by Index! Thank you
to the team at Index for all their hard
work – we really work well together and
it’s a great magazine.
Reshma, Buss Murton Solicitors
Tunbridge Wells

We started advertising in
Index Magazine at the end
of 2012 and have already
picked up some great clients
via this. The publication
is of great quality and
the targeted distribution
ensures that you are
raising your profile with
the type of clients you
want to attract. I would
highly recommend using
the Index as part of your
marketing strategy
Sonia Kesby, Partner at
Wells Associates

My name is Lucy and I am the owner
of the Kip McGrath Education Centre
in Tunbridge Wells. I have been
running an advertising campaign with
the Index Magazine since opening the
centre in January 2011. I have been so
pleased with the results the magazine
has achieved for me that I now use it
as my only advertising source.
Lucy,
Kip McGrath Education Centre

Just to let you know that we have
now picked up 2 recent landlord
instructions from the adverts
we have placed in The Index
Magazine. We feel your letting
feature has been very successful
for us so far.
David Rogers,
Martin and Co

Just wanted to say thank you very much for being able to publish the Castle
Ride/Phil Spencer story. As a result of this we have seen a recent increase in
people signing up for the ride. Thank you again for your support
Tina Middleton

I was really pleased with the
response I got from placing my
Riverford leaflet in the Canterbury
Index Magazine. The number of
new customers I got made it a costeffective marketing tool and I’ll be
using the Canterbury Index again.
Liz Asteraki, Riverford

This is to say thank you, to the team at Index, 2012 saw a full program of
advertising with you, which I feel the Royal wells & Beau Nash have benefited
enormously, from the exposure.. The Chalybeate restaurant has certainly taken
off, with our program of special deals. The royal wells has defiantly lifted its
profile and created new business, through the advertising in the Index. Thank
you again
Peter Ratcliffe, Royal Wells Hotel

